III PAN AMERICAN FORUM OF CHILDREN, GIRLS AND TEENAGERS
AGENDA

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28:
11.00: Registration table.
Children and adolescents must complete the online survey.
12.30 to 13.30: Lunch for child delegations.
13.30 to 14.15: Opening of the Forum
15.00 to 16.00:
- Message from the Director General of ICBF, Juliana Pungiluppi.
- Message from the UNICEF Representative.
- Message from the representatives of children and adolescents from Colombia.
- Message from the Director General of the IIN-OAS, Víctor Giorgi.
14.15 to 15.30:
- Presentation of delegations.
- Presentation of the IIN - ICBF teams, intergenerational teams’ coordinators of the workshops.
15.30 to 15.45: We split into 6 rooms, plus coordinating team.
16.00 to 16.15: Break
-16.15 to 19.30:
WORKSHOP 1: VIOLENCE Part 1
20.00: Dinner

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29:
-8.00 to 9.45:
WORKSHOP 1: VIOLENCE Part 2
9.45 to 10.00: Break
10.00 to 12.30: The whole group walks to the opening of the Congress.
12:30: Lunch
12.30 to 15.30: Historical didactic visit (Only for children and adolescents)
15.30 to 15.45: Break
16.00 to 17.00: Intergenerational dialogue with Najat MaallaM’jid, Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary General on Violence against Children.

17.00 to 19.30: 
WORKSHOP 2: PARTICIPATION

20.00: Dinner

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30:

8.30 to 13.30: Panels and dialogue tables on participation.
All gathered in a large hall.
10.30 -10.45: Break
13.30 to 14.30: Lunch
15.00 to 19.30: 3rd Forum General Assembly

Proposed theme for the assembly: “Status of the situation and challenges of the rights of children and adolescents. 30 years after the CRC”.
The folder will contain the regulations of the General Assembly of the 3rd Forum.

17.00 to 17.15: Break.

20.00 to 23.30:
Award ceremony: “Zoom to your rights”
Inter-American and Intergenerational Integration Activity. (Dance)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31:
8.30 to 9.45: Instance of intergenerational dialogue with the president of the Committee on the Rights of the Child, Luis Pedernera.

9.45 - 10.00: Break.

10.00 to 13.30: Attendance to the closing session of the Congress.

13: 30 to 14:30: Lunch